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Introduction
Brain imaging studies describe visual cortex activity in blind peo-
ple during nonvisual tasks such as Braille reading, hearing words,
or sensory discriminations of tactile or auditory stimuli [for lit-
erature citations see Burton et al. (2002a,b) and Sadato et al.
(2002)]. Simply stated, loss of vision does not lead to permanent
inactivation of visual cortex. These counter-intuitive findings
support the notion of altered capabilities for surviving modalities
through reorganization of cortical functions. There are two pos-
sible mechanisms for modifying activity in various parts of visual
cortex of blind people. One is that the changes constitute de novo
cross-modal plasticity in response to severe unimodal sensory
deprivation. The potential processes responsible for novel effects
involve anatomical and physiological changes that have been
studied extensively using animal models (Bavelier and Neville,
2002). Alternatively, observed access of surviving modalities to
deprived cortex is an expression, albeit exaggerated, of normal
physiology that usually is inhibited or hidden when vision is
present. This potential mechanism relies on possible changes in
the balance of activity within existing cortical and subcortical
networks. These mechanisms are not mutually exclusive given
different ages for blindness onset and, therefore, differences in
developmental sensitive periods in establishing connections.
Data from brain imaging is especially potent in revealing the
network of active cortex. Interpretation of this evidence poten-
tially can reveal which of these mechanisms mostly influences the
behavioral adaptations observed in blind people. However, cur-
rent descriptions of affected visual cortical regions differ, espe-
cially regarding whether changes occur early in the hierarchy of
visual brain areas, particularly in primary visual cortex (V1), or
arise in higher tier areas, some of which normally receive input
from other modalities. Some studies report V1 responses in early
blind subjects (individuals who were born blind or totally lost
sight before age 6) (Sadato et al., 1996, 1998, 2002); other studies
indicate V1 activity mostly in late blind subjects (individuals with
sight at birth, who learned to read print, and who lost sight after
age 12) (Büchel et al., 1998a,b; Melzer et al., 2001). We observed
activity throughout portions of visual cortex in all blind individ-
uals engaged in a Braille reading task, regardless of the age of
blindness onset (Burton et al., 2002a). Identification of the pos-
sible factors that are responsible for these differing results con-
tributes to consideration of possible mechanisms underlying re-
organized activity in visual cortex. Before a discussion of these

issues, however, the following briefly summarizes the network of
visual cortex responses observed in blind people when they per-
formed a demanding language task.

Subjects in our functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) studies were required to generate a verb to nouns. In one
experiment, blind subjects read the nouns through Braille
(Braille task) (Burton et al., 2002a); in a second study, blind and
sighted subjects heard the nouns (auditory task) (Burton et al.,
2002b). The principal finding from both studies was that blind
people had activation foci in visual cortex that corresponded to
visually responsive regions noted previously in sighted subjects
(Malach et al., 1995; Sereno et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995, 1996,
1997, 1998; DeYoe et al., 1996; Engel et al., 1997; Hadjikhani et al.,
1998). Figure 1 indicates the correspondence between the func-
tional foci in blind people evoked during the verb-generation
tasks and visual stimulation-evoked foci in sighted people. This
illustration presents results on standardized flat maps from both
hemispheres (Van Essen et al., 1998, 2002). The borders of visuo-
topic areas represent summaries from several studies in which
various visual stimuli were presented to sighted people (Tootell et
al., 1995, 1997, 1998; Hadjikhani et al., 1998; Van Essen, 2002).
The average z-score maps are from blind people who generated
verbs to nouns read in Braille II (Fig. 1A) or to heard nouns (Fig.
1B). These statistical maps summarize results from individual
subject analyses. The latter were based on application of a general
linear model, an event-related strategy, and an affine transforma-
tion of the data from each subject to a standard atlas space (Bur-
ton et al., 2002a,b). Except for the anatomical normalization used
to align average statistical maps to the coordinate space of the
flattened model brain shown in Figure 1, comparable localization
of responses was seen in individual subjects.

In early blind subjects, both tasks evoked an extensive bilateral
distribution of significant responses throughout currently de-
fined visuotopic areas [V1, V2, V3, V3A, ventral posterior (VP),
V4v, V7, V8, lateral occipital (LO), and middle temporal area
(MT)]; the left hemisphere contained greater activity (Fig. 1).
Ventral visual areas (V1v, V2v, VP, and V4v) were more respon-
sive, especially during Braille reading (Fig. 1A). The latter distinc-
tion was more evident in the right hemisphere. In V1, V2, V3, VP,
and V4v, which display spatially distinctive retinotopic eccentric-
ities in sighted subjects (Tootell et al., 1998), activity in blind
subjects was paramount in parafoveal, mostly absent in foveal,
and scattered through peripheral representations. The more con-
fined distribution of responses evoked during the Braille task best
illustrates this correlation of visual cortex activity in blind people
and standard retinotopic maps obtained using visual stimulation
and sighted subjects (Fig. 1A). Responses in blind people also
occurred throughout the next tier of visual areas (V7, V8, LO, and
MT). Activity in the latter regions was bilateral for verb genera-
tion with heard nouns (auditory task) and predominated in the
left hemisphere with Braille-read nouns.

Late blind people also showed activity in several visual re-
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gions. In contrast to results from early
blind subjects, responses were greater in
the right hemisphere for the Braille task
(Fig. 1A) and in the right V1v for the au-
ditory task. However, right hemisphere-
dominant responses were elicited only
during the Braille task for higher visual ar-
eas. Striking was that responses were more
confined to parafoveal parts of affected vi-
sual areas. The right hemisphere in both
studies, for example, contained activity
near the centers of V1d, V1v, V2d, V2v,
V3, VP, V3A, and V4v. A similar pattern
occurred throughout the same regions in
the left hemisphere for the auditory task.
Small responses were also concentrated in
parafoveal parts of dorsal and ventral V1
and V2 in the left hemisphere during the
Braille task. With the exception of V8, and
possibly LO, higher tier visual areas
showed little activity in these subjects.

Activity occurred in late blind, al-
though most had no previous visual defi-
cits before blindness. All but one late blind
subject had absolutely no light sensitivity.
The average age of blindness onset for the
studied population was beyond sensitive
periods even for slowly maturing visual
cortex functions (Kovacs, 2000). In the
study with heard nouns, the average age
was �19 years (range 7–36 years) (Burton
et al., 2002a), and in the study with Braille-
read nouns, it was �12 years (range 10 –25
years) (Burton et al., 2002b). Thus, in con-
trast to the early blind subjects, visual cor-
tex had time to develop normally because
even the youngest late blind subject was
older than the sensitive period for most
synapse elimination [see references cited
in Bavelier and Neville (2002)]. Although
these subjects showed less responsiveness,
they nevertheless exhibited comparable vi-
sual cortex involvement. In contrast, the
population of studied sighted subjects
showed no significant visual cortex activity
during the auditory task (Burton et al.,
2002b).

These results attest to a robust capacity for cortical reorgani-
zation subsequent to unimodal sensory deprivation. The striking
effects involve increased responsiveness to the spared modalities
of touch and hearing in the visual cortical regions deprived of
vision. It is probable that unanticipated cross-modal responses
noted in visual cortex of blind people reflect a more general phe-
nomenon. Thus, primary [Brodmann area (BA) 41] and higher
level (BA 42 and 22) auditory cortices in deaf people respond to
visual stimulation (Finney et al., 2001; Bavelier and Neville,
2002), which indicates that any severe unimodal deafferentation
precipitates unexpected sensory access to the affected cortex.
There is much debate on the mechanisms responsible for such
examples of cross-modal plasticity (Bavelier and Neville, 2002).
Brain imaging studies especially demonstrate that cross-modal
alterations evidently persist throughout life because late and early
blind subjects show some comparable changes. However, the re-

organizations noted in these two populations are not identical,
which indicates that maturation and behavioral experience can
influence which brain areas retain adaptive potential. The follow-
ing discussion examines mechanisms and conditions possibly re-
sponsible for enhanced processing of remaining modalities in
deprived visual cortex.

One might explain all visual cortex responses in blind people
as an epiphenomenon with no functional role because the activity
reflects nonspecific, excess excitability subsequent to sensory de-
privation. Evidence of higher than normal glucose metabolism in
early blind visual cortex (Wanet-Defalque et al., 1988; De Volder
et al., 1997) is suggestive of possible instability in sensory-
deprived cortex. This idea mostly applies to individuals whose
total lack of visual experience might induce abnormal responses
(Snyder and Shapley, 1979) because exuberant excitatory con-
nections are not pruned (Röder et al., 1997). Several findings

Figure 1. Two-dimensional, flattened views of z-score statistical parameter maps for visual cortex BOLD responses in early and
late blind subjects. Maps in A and B were obtained, respectively, when subjects generated verbs to Braille read or heard nouns. A
minimum z-score threshold for all maps was 4.5; p � 0.05. Maximum z-scores for results from early blind subjects were 30 and 35,
respectively, in A and B, and 22 for all results from late blind subjects. C, Visuotopic borders drawn and labeled according to
previous results obtained in sighted subjects (Hadjikhani et al., 1998; Van Essen, 2002, 2003).
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indicate that an explanation of nonfunctional hyperexcitability is
unlikely for data such as that shown in Figure 1.

Contrary to an expectation of instability, visual cortex in blind
people does not exhibit lower excitability thresholds to transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation (TMS). Thus, similar TMS levels evoke
visual experience of phosphenes when applied over occipital cor-
tex in some congenitally blind people, those who are blind but
retain some light or motion sensitivity, and sighted subjects
(Gothe et al., 2002). However, TMS to occipital cortex elicits no
phosphenes in most early blind subjects who have no previous
visual function (Gothe et al., 2002). Nevertheless, another study
demonstrated interference with Braille reading when TMS was
applied to occipital visual areas in early blind subjects (Cohen et
al., 1997, 1999), which indicates that occipital cortex contributes
some function in these people.

It is unlikely that responses in visual cortex are nonspecific
because activity domains in many visual areas predominantly
occupied confined parafoveal parts of retinotopic maps. In
sighted subjects, focal activity patterns to visual stimulation gen-
erally constitute proof of restricted, and likely specific, functions.
Thus, similarly localized activity in blind people possibly repre-
sents specific excitability. This is a parsimonious idea, even with-
out knowing precise functions for the responses. Only higher tier
visual regions like V7, V8, MT, and possibly LO exhibited fewer
focal activity patterns in blind subjects. However, retinotopic or-
ganization in these regions is less precise in sighted subjects,
which might explain the more widespread pattern of responses
seen when these regions are activated in blind people. Additional
regional specificity was evident in the relative dominance of re-
sponses in the left hemisphere, which also varied with verb gen-
eration to Braille-read or heard nouns.

A likely basis for the extensive visual cortex responses to heard
nouns is a general sensitivity to various non-language-related
auditory stimuli in early (Kujala et al., 1995a,b, 1997; Röder et al.,
1996, 2000, 2001; Lessard et al., 1998; Liotti et al., 1998; Leclerc et
al., 2000; Weeks et al., 2000; Arno et al., 2001) and late blind
(Kujala et al., 2000) individuals. A PET study, for example,
showed V1 activity in early blind subjects during a sound-
localization task (Weeks et al., 2000). Of particular relevance to
the question of whether cross-modal responses serve an adaptive
function is that several studies demonstrated superior perfor-
mance by blind people when the tasks involved selective attention
to some attribute of the auditory stimulation. Examples included
detecting a deviant frequency (Kujala et al., 1995b), a particular
tone in one ear with distracting sounds in the other ear (Liotti et
al., 1998), and attending to a specific azimuth domain in a bin-
aural sound localization task (Leclerc et al., 2000). The enhanced
behavioral performance presumably reflects compensatory ad-
aptations to loss of sight (Röder et al., 2001; Zatorre, 2001). A
possible mechanism is likely coupled to the presence of visual
cortex activation by auditory stimuli in blind people.

A plausible explanation for the results involving Braille read-
ing is that visual cortex adapts by acquiring a capacity to process
tactile stimuli. Consistent with this are PET studies that described
V1 and adjacent visual cortex responses when early blind subjects
actively explored and discriminated between Braille-like stimuli
(Sadato et al., 1996, 1998). These experiments confounded sen-
sory and motor processes because subjects haptically explored the
tactile stimuli. A subsequent fMRI study confirmed that tactile
stimulus activation of visual cortex correlated with sensory pro-
cessing because tactile discrimination was of passively applied
Braille-like stimuli (Sadato et al., 2002). Most evident were re-
sponses in early blind subjects who lost sight between �1–15

years of age (average �6 years). Late blind subjects (age range at
onset of blindness: 20 –51 years, average 33 years) showed little to
no activity in V1 and adjacent regions (Sadato et al., 2002). This
supports earlier negative findings of no TMS-induced disruption
in Braille reading in late blind people (Cohen et al., 1999). These
differences correlate with the age of blindness onset and suggest a
limited sensitive period for adapting visual cortex to process tac-
tile stimuli (Sadato et al., 2002).

Several issues caution categorically concluding that late blind
people lack neural plasticity comparable with that observed in
people with �12 years age of blindness onset. First, having any
visual stimulus sensitivity might prevent novel adaptations.
Thus, sighted subjects show no responses in visual cortex during
simple tactile matching tasks, but five of six late blind subjects in
the study by Sadato and colleagues (Sadato et al., 2002) had some
binocular visual sensitivity to light or hand movements or both.
This retained visual function might have inhibited adaptive
changes to nonvisual modalities in the studied late blind popula-
tion. Second, performance by the late blind subjects was nearly at
chance levels and contrasted with the �75% correct discrimina-
tions by the early blind. Absence of visual cortex responses in late
blind subjects therefore might reflect unequal performance in
contrast to inadequate neural plasticity. Finally, Sadato and col-
leagues (2002) used an analysis that potentially lacked sensitivity
if hemodynamic responses in late blind differed from those in
early blind subjects. Their analysis incorporated a hemodynamic
response model into the design matrix as a regressor, which could
have reduced computed response magnitudes if hemodynamic
responses in late blind subjects had different delays (Ollinger et
al., 2001). The results shown in Figure 1 relied on an event-related
analysis wherein time courses were estimated and subsequently
correlated with assumed hemodynamic responses. These meth-
ods revealed V1 and higher tier visual cortex activity in individual
late blind subjects (Burton et al., 2002a,b).

Given tactile stimulus activation of visual cortex, previously
demonstrated responses in the same cortical regions during
Braille reading possibly reflect analyzing orthographic features
associated with Braille cell tactile shapes (Melzer et al., 2001;
Burton et al., 2002a). This interpretation implies that visual cor-
tex activity represents the processing of Braille orthography as
though it were print. Consistent with this interpretation are PET
studies by Büchel and colleagues (1998a,b), whose subjects had to
detect whether any Braille cell in a word or consonant string
included an elevated dot 6. This task required processing Braille
cell shape. They reported responses in V1 and higher visual areas
only in late blind subjects and in extrastriate regions in early blind
subjects (Büchel et al., 1998a). The dot-detection task used in this
study may have inadvertently favored activation in late blind sub-
jects who attend more frequently to Braille cell shape when read-
ing (Millar, 1997). This focus on Braille cell spatial patterns pos-
sibly derives from previous visual experience in late blind
individuals who, for similar reasons, are more adept in tactile
picture recognition tasks (Heller, 1989). When tactile discrimi-
nation tasks do not invoke previous visual experience, late blind
subjects show no advantage and hence show diminished activity
in V1 (Sadato et al., 2002).

Several findings indicate limited explanatory value to the hy-
pothesis that visual cortex activity in blind people demonstrates
just an adaptation to processing tactile stimuli and hence Braille
orthography. First, the cortical network for orthography in blind
people is potentially comparable with the wide network recog-
nized in sighted subjects (Tagamets et al., 2000) and therefore
unlikely to be confined to visual cortex. Another important com-
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ponent of this skepticism is that in blind people Braille orthography
recedes in significance with increased reading fluency (Millar, 1987,
1997; Davidson et al., 1992; Loomis, 1993). Braille reading fluency
and visual cortex activity might then be expected to relate indirectly.
In contrast, early blind subjects, who usually read Braille better than
late blind individuals, have greater activity in visual cortex (Fig. 1A)
(Burton et al., 2002a). These results contradict the idea that process-
ing Braille orthography is a necessary component of visual cortex
responses in early blind people.

An alternative interpretation is that visual cortex activity in-
dicates language processes. Two reports consistent with this idea
show dissociations between tactile perceptions of Braille fields
(i.e., Braille orthography) and literacy for the same object in early
blind subjects. A TMS experiment indicated that tactile stimula-
tion associated with Braille reading recruits somatosensory cor-
tex first. This study showed that TMS over parietal cortex 20 msec
after a Braille stimulus presentation interfered with stimulus de-
tection, but TMS over occipital cortex blocked discrimination,
but not detection, of Braille letters only after a longer delay of
50 – 80 msec (Hamilton and Pascual-Leone, 1998). These results
suggest that activity in parietal cortex must precede the processes
underlying letter recognition in occipital cortex. A similar disso-
ciation between tactile sensations and Braille literacy was re-
ported in an early blind individual who suffered a bilateral occip-
ital ischemic stroke. This patient subsequently detected tactile
stimulation associated with touching Braille fields but could not
read them (Hamilton et al., 2000). Deficient Braille literacy in
both instances might reflect disrupted language processes oper-
ating in occipital cortex. However, the results might still be inter-
pretable as disrupted processing of Braille orthography.

Visual cortex responses in blind people ostensibly indicate
language mechanisms normally hidden by visual stimulation ef-
fects of print in sighted subjects. A verb-generation task involves
obligatory semantic analyses of read and generated words (Gab-
rieli et al., 1998; Seger et al., 1999); this lexical process possibly
evoked activity in early and late blind subjects in V1 and multiple
higher visual cortex areas in the auditory task in which Braille
reading was absent (Burton et al., 2002b). Similar positive find-
ings for V1 responses in a PET study by Sadato and colleagues
(Sadato et al., 1996, 1998) might have resulted from implicit
semantic processing when subjects read Braille words (Gabrieli et
al., 1998). Furthermore, left hemisphere dominance of most ac-
tivity, especially in early blind subjects, indicates that visual cor-
tex in blind people follows a left preference that is usual for many
language processes (Geschwind and Galaburda, 1985; Petersen et
al., 1990; Petersen and Fiez, 1993; Petitto et al., 2000).

The visual cortex responses elicited by verb generation to
heard words provide suggestive evidence of language processes.
We hypothesize that in Braille-literate blind people, heard words
might be associatively linked to encoded Braille (Burton et al.,
2002b) because learning Braille after blindness requires pro-
longed practice in connecting the feel of Braille fields and phonics
(Nolan and Kederis, 1969; Pring, 1985, 1994; Millar, 1997). The
latter attach lexical meaning to the tactile sensations. It is possi-
ble, therefore, that Braille literacy is a lexical rather than primarily
a haptic skill. Given the evidence of visual cortex activity, we
speculate that this lexical processor partly exists in left visual
cortex. Through prolonged associations, the lexical processor in
visual cortex responds to heard words. The alternative argument
is that visual cortex responds independently to auditory and tac-
tile stimulation. Again, however, through associative coupling in
learning Braille, these two modalities become linked in a lexical
processor, which leads to the stronger and more extensive activa-

tion of visual cortex noted to heard words (Fig. 1). This hypoth-
esis implies that rehabilitation supporting Braille literacy posi-
tively influences language processes in visual cortex for listening
and reading words.

Common, multimodal representations in the brain provide
an important potential mechanism that is responsible for visual
cortex activity in blind people. Brain imaging data like that shown
in Figure 1 indicate substantial activation of several extrastriate
regions with known multimodal responses (see below). Thus,
processes expressed in regions where representations from differ-
ent modalities converge activate multiple visual areas and might
support the abilities of blind people to read Braille, perform lan-
guage tasks to heard words, and execute various tactile or audi-
tory discrimination tasks that depend on some spatial knowledge.
Multimodal regions with cortical connections to lower tier so-
matosensory, auditory, and visual representations occur in pos-
terior parietal, superior and middle temporal, and several extra-
striate regions (Andersen et al., 1990; Felleman and Van Essen,
1991; Lewis and Van Essen, 2000; Falchier et al., 2002). A poten-
tial consequence of visual deprivation might be alteration of the
dominant flow of interactive controls through cortical connec-
tions linking different levels of visual cortex. One possibility is
that activity in multimodal extrastriate regions provides stronger
than normal top-down influences on lower tier visual areas such
as V1 (Sadato et al., 2002). Some of these effects might reflect the
topography of cortical connections. For example, Falchier and
colleagues (2002) reported in monkeys that core and neighboring
auditory and multimodal temporal regions preferentially con-
nect to V1 visual field representations at an eccentricity of 10 –
20°. The absence of direct projections to foveal representations in
V1 parallels the lack of responses at this eccentricity shown in
Figure 1 for both verb-generation tasks. These correlated findings
emphasize how existing connections, the normal purpose of
which is likely multimodal integration even at the earliest stages
of visual processing, might influence activity in blind people.

The idea that extrastriate visual areas are a possible source of
changes noted in blind people must consider evidence that these
regions normally contribute to performance of tactile tasks in
sighted individuals. Several studies with sighted subjects show
that selected tactile discriminations use visual processes in extra-
striate visual areas. A PET study reported responses in portions of
occipital–parietal visual cortex (BA 19) when sighted subjects
discriminated differences in the orientation of tactile gratings
(Sathian and Zangaladze, 2001). TMS aimed at this region dis-
rupted discrimination of different grating orientations but not
spacings between tactile stimuli (Zangaladze et al., 1999). Sathian
and colleagues (Sathian and Zangaladze, 2001) suggested that
perceptions of tactile grating orientation required spatial mental
imagery that is uniquely served by orientation-selective neurons
located in these extrastriate visual regions. Another study (De
Volder et al., 2001) identified foci in ventral visual regions, espe-
cially in the left posterior fusiform gyrus (BA 19/37) and posterior
inferotemporal gyrus (BA 37), when sighted and early blind sub-
jects mentally imagined object shapes that were first recognized
from normally associated totem sounds or from haptic explora-
tion. These findings illustrate cross-modal perceptual represen-
tations in the absence of vision. All active regions in these studies,
however, occupied relatively higher tier extrastriate cortex.

On a broader level, these studies involving multimodal extra-
striate regions have invoked mechanisms for mental imagery
(Büchel et al., 1998a,b; Mellet et al., 2000; De Volder et al., 2001;
Sathian and Zangaladze, 2001). Implied is that responses on the
basis of mental imagery in blind people substantiate “visualiza-
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tion” of Braille fields or heard words in auditory language tasks.
The suggestion that the consequences of these events in extrastri-
ate regions flow down to lower tier visual areas like V1 (Sadato et
al., 2002) omits the possibility of direct involvement of V1 in
mental imagery tasks (Kosslyn et al., 1995, 2001; Thompson et al.,
2001). The latter might explain how mental imagery mechanisms
apply to late blind subjects who show less activity in the multi-
modal extrastriate regions.

Any hypothesis based on brain regions responsible for mental
imagery does not fully explain the contradiction in early blind
people, who have the least experience with objects yet have the
greatest extent of activity in cortical areas involved in visual im-
agery. Despite some experience-based superiority in performing
some tactile discrimination tasks (Stevens et al., 1996; Grant et al.,
2000; Van Boven et al., 2000), early blind people are also less
adept at tasks requiring mental rotation of tactile stimuli
(Sathian, 2000) or visuospatial and pictorial imagery (Aleman et
al., 2001). These deficits might indicate limitations imposed by
haptic experience when the tactile modality is the only sense
available to cross-modal visual areas responsible for mental im-
agery (Aleman et al., 2001). It is therefore incongruous to suggest
that early blind subjects “mentally visualized” Braille fields or
heard nouns when doing verb generation because only these sub-
jects showed activity in the appropriate extrastriate cortical re-
gions. It is also implausible that verb generation in some blind
people arises from mental imagery when sighted and late blind
subjects do the same task to heard nouns without activating com-
parable extrastriate regions.

Some studies alternatively interpret extrastriate visual cortex
activity in blind people as representing normal object recogni-
tion, which likely engages mental imagery processes, however. In
sighted people, LO is particularly active during multimodal ob-
ject recognition tasks (Malach et al., 1995; Amedi et al., 2001;
Grill-Spector et al., 2001). LO and regions in the anterior fusi-
form and inferior temporal gyri also respond during tactile object
recognitions in blind people (Büchel et al., 1998b). An fMRI
study with sighted subjects and a tactile object recognition task
identified a network of cortical areas that included responses in
V1 (Deibert et al., 1999). An interpretation of object recognition
processes is partially applicable to results from early blind people.
Thus, Braille fields are putatively perceived as objects, especially
in fluent readers who conceptualize whole words (Krueger,
1982). We previously also hypothesized that through haptic explo-
ration, Braille fields elicit perceptual projections into the object space
of each Braille cell pattern (Burton et al., 2002a). Although attractive,
an object recognition hypothesis has limited explanatory power be-
cause comparable extrastriate regions are not seen in sighted or late
blind subjects when they perform the same tasks.

Much of what has been discussed is by necessity speculative
because of inadequate understanding of how severe unimodal
sensory deprivation affects all of the cortical areas normally acti-
vated by vision. Brain imaging studies have revealed the extent of
visual cortical reorganization in blind people and have high-
lighted some potential processes responsible for these changes.
However, concluding that visual cortex activity in blind people
represents evidence of cortical reorganization raises questions
about whether these results express normal processes found in
sighted people, like mental imagery, or indicate neural plasticity
precipitated by severe sensory deprivation. A necessary aspect of
considering visual cortex activity in blind people as evidence of
neural plasticity is identification of mechanism(s) and processes
responsible for novel cross-modal activity. Structural and neuro-
development factors such as preservation of transient cross-

modal connections from tactile and auditory thalamic centers to
visual cortex, alterations in transient intracortical connections,
and preservation of multimodal neurons in primary sensory cor-
tical areas are examples of issues best studied in animals (Bavelier
and Neville, 2002). Although many of these processes potentially
apply to early blind people, they have minimal application to the
more varied results noted in late blind people. These people also
have a more variable experience with sensory deprivation that has
sometimes been ignored in making comparisons with results
from early blind people. Behavioral variables such as previous
and retained visual experience, practice, equivalent performance
success, and lexical processes (i.e., orthography, phonology, syn-
tactics, and semantics) are all factors that have received less study.
Enhancements or deficits in these behavioral variables and inter-
actions between the factors are likely to be complex. A better
understanding of cross-modal effects will depend on future stud-
ies that control and understand these interactions. This approach
will potentially illuminate mechanisms underlying distinguish-
ing patterns of brain activity in late and early blind people.

These unanticipated findings on visual cortex activity in blind
people would not be available with such extensive detail without
brain imaging technology. There are several crucial and unique
aspects to the knowledge obtained through these studies. Espe-
cially important has been the close association between spatially
distributed statistical assessments of brain activity and whole
brain anatomy. This standardization of data analyses through
brain anatomy has been critically permissive in allowing compar-
isons across diverse studies. Because fMRI is noninvasive, there is
no harm in repeatedly studying the same subjects. In this way,
subtle alterations in experimental design can be used to tease
apart differences in activity patterns and thereby elucidate poten-
tial mechanisms for dynamic changes in brain activity such as
those seen in blind people. Another valuable consideration is that
these are human studies. As a consequence, we have been able to
examine language processes as a possible underlying functional
basis for the observed visual cortex activity in blind people. Com-
parisons between visual versus nonvisual causes of responses in
comparable visual cortex regions in sighted and blind people,
respectively, have expanded appreciation of a very dynamic and
malleable network the primordial responsiveness of which can
change rather than simply disappear after sensory deprivation.
Furthermore, a conception of visual cortex functions that depend
solely on analyses of single neuron firing patterns in animals is too
restrictive, especially because BOLD responses represent a broader
spectrum of neurophysiological activity (Logothetis and Lauritzen,
2003). Perhaps of utmost importance to brain imaging studies, how-
ever, have been perspectives based on examining results across spe-
cific anatomical structures throughout the whole brain, which is a
view rarely possible with other technologies. Although not discussed
above, we have noted, for example, that frontal cortex language areas
in blind people exhibit a network identical to that observed in
sighted individuals performing verb generation (Burton et al.,
2002a,b). This observation therefore accentuates visual cortex as the
main setting for neuroplasticity in these people.
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